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Lifetime Measurements of Superdeformed Bands in148 149Gd and 152Dy:
Evidence for Structure-Dependent Elongations
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Precise level lifetimes have been measured for various superdeformed bands in148,149Gd and152Dy
with the Doppler-shift attenuation method. From the derived quadrupole moments,Q0, we find large
differences in deformation between the yrast bands and some excited bands in the gadolinium isotopes.
Moreover, two of the excited Gd bands and the152Dy yrast band, which have identical moments of
inertia, have different elongations, supporting the picture that alignment and deformation effects cancel
in identical bands. [S0031-9007(96)00390-0]

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 21.10.Ky, 21.10.Tg, 27.70.+q
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The existence of superdeformed (SD) rotational ba
in atomic nuclei is related to the presence of a sec
minimum in the potential energy surface. This min
mum, associated with very elongated ellipsoidal sha
corresponding to an axis ratio of roughly2 : 1, is sta-
bilized by shell gaps in the single-particle energy sp
trum. The gaps remain even when the nucleus is rota
except for a few high-j, high-N (N being the principal
oscillator number) “intruder" orbitals which are broug
close to the SD Fermi level by a combination of t
large deformation and high rotational frequency. In
massA , 150 region, the dynamical moments of inert
J s2d of yrast SD bands show significant variations w
particle number, and the observed changes have bee
tributed to different occupations of the high-N intruder or-
bitals [1,2]. These states, i.e.,N  7 neutrons andN  6
protons, carry large intrinsic quadrupole moments a
therefore lead to shape-polarization effects causing de
mation variations between the various SD bands: the m
high-N intruder orbitals occupied, the greater the elo
gation. Such changes in deformation can, in princip
be derived from the quadrupole moments of the ban
which, in turn, can be extracted from lifetime measu
ments. Around the protonZ  66 and neutronN  86
SD shell gaps, measurements have been performed fo
yrast SD bands in152 153Dy [3,4] and 1492150Gd [5,6],
and the results have shown that these bands are in
associated with a large elongation, but, because of the
certainties, no conclusion could be drawn concerning p
sible differences in deformation.
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Many excited SD bands are known in this mass regi
However, because of their weaker intensities compa
to the yrast SD structures, lifetime measurements w
not possible until now. Such experiments are ev
more crucial since the remarkable discovery of pairs
identical bands (IBs) with almost identicalJ s2d values
(less than0.3% difference) in nuclei which differ by
one to four mass units [7]. Various models have be
used and different mechanisms have been propose
explanation, but none is fully satisfactory. To p
more restrictive constraints on theoretical models, it
important to investigate if identical bands also have t
same elongations.

The present work is devoted to the study of SD ban
in gadolinium and dysprosium isotopes. Six SD ban
with very different J s2d moments, are known in149Gd
[8] and in 148Gd [9,10]: the yrast band labeled ban
1 and five excited bands labeled 2 to 6. Several
these excited bands are IBs, for example,149Gds4d and
148Gds5d have nearly the sameJ s2d as 152Dys1d. By
measuring accurately the level lifetimes of SD bands
these isotopes, we can investigate whether the predi
deformation changes associated with different sing
particle configurations do indeed exist. Furthermore
precise quadrupole moment determination of the yrast
band in152Dy will enable us to establish the deformation
associated with IBs in nuclei differing by 3 and
mass units. Since, in our experiments, the initial rec
velocities of the ions and stopping media were eith
identical or very similar, there will be cancellation o
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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some systematic errors, such as the uncertainty in
stopping powers, when relativeQ0 values are compared.

The 148 149Gd residues were produced via the124Sn 1
30Si fusion reaction after evaporation of six and five ne
trons, respectively. The energy of the silicon beam,
livered by the CRN Strasbourg Vivitron accelerator, w
158 MeV. The target consisted of1.0 mgycm2 124Sn
backed with15 mgycm2 of gold. In order to prevent
migration of the tin atoms into the gold backing due
target heating caused by the beam, it was essentia
use an evaporated aluminum layers,50 mgycm2d as a
buffer. In-beamg rays were detected with the Eurogam
array [11]. The measurements described here were
formed with a total of 54 Compton-suppressed german
(Ge) detectors, 30 tapered coaxial Ge detectors from
rogam I located in the forward and backward hemisphe
and 24 clover detectors installed at,90± relative to the
beam axis. The number of Ge crystals at each an
with respect to the beam direction iss5, 22±d, s10, 46±d,
s24, 71±d, s24, 80±d, s24, 100±d, s24, 109±d, s10, 134±d,
and s5, 158±d. Coincidence events were recorded on
when the number of Ge detectors fired (ignoring the s
pression signals) was greater than six. A total of1.4 3 109

Compton-suppressed fourfold and higher-fold coincide
events were recorded. Under the same experimental
ditions, we have investigated the yrast SD band in152Dy
using the120Sns36S, 4nd reaction at an incident energy o
170 MeV and collecting approximately2 3 108 coinci-
dence events.

The lifetimes of SD states in rare-earth nuclei a
expected to be less than200 fs [3], and hence theg
rays connecting these states will be Doppler shifted. T
observed shifts were divided by the full Doppler sh
to generate the fractional shifts (F factors) which are
shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the energy of the S
g-ray transitions. The full shift was calculated with th
bombarding energy at the midpoint of the target lay
assuming that the evaporated neutrons did not per
the average speed of the fused system. The fact
the observedF values closely approach unity at th
top of the bands substantiates the experimental met
since we would not expect significant time delays
feeding the highest observed SD states. An observeF
value represents the average recoiling velocity and he
mean time at which a particular nuclear state decay
But to extract a lifetime of a state it is necessary
know the average time, or time history, over which
was populated. The problem simplifies if most of t
population of a level proceeded from an observed st
This is the case for SD bands in the so-called plat
region (the spin region where the relative intensit
of the SD band members are.100%). In the region
where unobserved feeding occurs, i.e., at spins above
plateau, the unknown time history presents a serious,
nevertheless tractable, problem. To calculateF values,
we assumed feeding into each SD state by a rotatio
band according to the experimentally observed inten
e
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FIG. 1. Measured fractional shiftsF for SD bands in148,149Gd
and 152Dy together with the calculated fractional shifts for
constant in-band quadrupole moment indicated in each pa
(see text). Centroid shifts were determined by compari
g-ray triple-gated coincidence spectra measured atu  22±

and 158± or u  46± and 134±. The measuredF values
were obtained from double-gatedg-ray spectra in the case of
152Dys1d. Various sets of gates have been tested. For exam
to determine theF factors at very high spin, only transitions in
the plateau region were selected. Alternatively, theF factors
at lower spin were obtained with gates set only on transitions
the feeding region. It turns out that the extractedF values are
very similar, and the curves shown were obtained from a set
gates comprising all transitions.

values. These bands had a common moment of iner
and their intrinsic quadrupole momentsQ0dSF could be
varied from band to band.

The slowing-down history of the recoiling nuclei wa
treated by two different but standard techniques. In t
first method we considered five trajectories sampling t
target layer and took the unweighted averageF values.
Electronic stopping powers for gadolinium or dysprosiu
ions in tin, aluminum, and gold materials were taken fro
the Northcliffe and Schilling tables [12], scaled accord
ing to experimental values for4He ions as suggested by
Sie et al. [13]. The nuclear contribution to the stoppin
power was taken from the theory of Lindhard, Schar
and Schiott [14] as parametrized by Winterbon [15]. Mu
tiple scattering was taken into account in an approxima
way with the treatment of Blaugrund [16]. The secon
method for calculating the slowing down history use
the code of Bacelaret al. [17], as modified by Gascon
4481
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et al. [18]. Electronic stopping was calculated accor
ing to the compilation by Ziegler, Biersack, and Littma
[19], and the code used Monte Carlo techniques to t
nuclear scattering processes according to the cross
tion of Lindhard, Scharff, and Schiott [14]. This metho
allowed events to be initiated uniformly over the targ
layer. The agreement between the two methods was
cellent.

The analysis of the decay curves proceeded from
top of the bands. The free in-band and side-feed
quadrupole moment parameterssQ0dB and sQ0dSF were
varied in a two-dimensional minimization ofx2 for the
F values in a particular band. Assuming the validity
the rotational model, the partial decay ratet (in ps21) of a
band member with spinI can be written

tsI ! I 2 2d  1.22E5
gQ2

0 kIK20 j sI 2 2dKl2, (1)

whereEg is theg-ray energy in MeV andQ0 is expressed
in e barn.

For all bands analyzed in the present work, we find t
good fits to the data can be obtained with a single va
for sQ0dB, except for the lowest spin state in bands 1 a
2 in 149Gd. The quadrupole moment values are repor
in Table I, and the quoted statistical errors include
covariance betweensQ0dB and sQ0dSF . Concerning the
yrast band in149Gd, there is a sharp discontinuity i
Q0 for the last state which deexcites via a617 keV
transitionsQ0 . 8 e bd, and a similar drop of collectivity
occurs in band 2 after the backbending observed at
frequency (see Fig. 1). For149Gds1d and 148Gds1d, the
fits can be improved if we allowQ0 for the lowest three
levels (excluding the state deexciting via the617 keV
g-ray transition in149Gd) to be ,10% larger than the
average for the whole band. However, the solid
of this result depends on a very detailed analysis
experimental uncertainties, in particular, the choice
s
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r
d
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TABLE I. Q0 quadrupole moment values (ineb) derived
for SD bands in148,149Gd and 152Dy compared with calculated
values, Eq. (2), at spinI ø 40h̄. In the last column, the value
have been scaled by a factor of 0.92. The quoted errors
not include stopping power uncertainties. Notice that, d
to possible differences in the stopping powerss,2%d when
comparing relativeQ0 values for 152Dy and 148,149Gd (same
stopper but different recoiling ions), the error onQ0 for 152Dy
should be increased to 0.3eb.

Q0 (exp) Q0 (calc) 0.92Q0 (calc)
149Gd Band 1 15.0 (2) 16.5 15.2

Band 2 15.6 (3) 16.7 15.4
Band 3 15.2 (5) 17.4 16.0
Band 4 17.5 (6) 19.3 17.7

148Gd Band 1 14.6 (2) 16.0 14.7
Band 2 14.8 (3) 16.0 14.7
Band 3 17.8 (13) 19.6 18.0

152Dy Band 1 17.5 (2) 18.9 17.4
4482
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stopping power, and we will defer this discussion to
subsequent publication.

The present data are sufficiently good to draw so
conclusions concerning the time history of the si
feeding. The best fits to all bands requiresQ0dSF .
15 e b in a short cascade of no more than two or thr
transitions. For the case of the yrast band in149Gd,
where the data are very precise, the fit requires that o
one transition be involved. We can state our findin
succinctly by noting that the side feeding is equivalent
the decay of a single state with a lifetime approximate
equal to that of the observed precursor state. Theref
this flux is decidedly faster than that coming down th
superdeformed band: Indeed, theF values for149Gds1d
are fit very poorly if the side feeding is not taken int
account.

Deformation trajectories in thes´2, ´4d plane calculated
with the Nilsson-Strutinsky cranking model and the mo
ified oscillator potential with parameters of Ref. [20] a
shown in Fig. 2. The previously assigned configuratio
[1,8–10] are indicated by arrows relating a given band
the 152Dy core. Assuming a sharp uniform charge di
tribution r0, contour lines of the macroscopic quadrupo
moments,

Q0 

s
16p

5
r0

5

Z
R5sV, ´2, ´4dY20sVddV , (2)

are drawn with radius parameterr0  1.2 fm, and corre-
spond to the nucleus149Gd. For other nuclei, a scaling
factor must be applied. The theoretical values ofQ0 for
f
f

o

FIG. 2. Calculated deformation trajectories in thes´2, ´4d
plane for various SD bands. The deformation is shown
spin I ø 20", 30", 40", 50", and60h̄, where in all caseś 4
increases with spin. Contour lines of macroscopic quadrup
momentsQ0 valid for 149Gd (and to a good approximation fo
148Gd) are shown. For152Dy, these contours must be scale
(see text). The arrows show the deformation changes indu
by a particle and/or a hole in the following orbitals:nf770g1y2
sn7d, pf651g3y2 sp6d, nf651g1y2 sn6d, pf301g1y2 sp3d, and
nf411g1y2 sn4d. The configurations are taken from [1,8–10
The deformation trajectory drawn with closed triangles and n
labeled by a band number has not been observed to date.
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spinI  40h̄ are listed in Table I together with the expe
imental values. In general, the calculated values are la
than the measured ones by approximately10%. Because
of uncertainties on the absolute values (stopping pow
andr0 parameter), this discrepancy is not serious, and
have concentrated on relative values using an empi
scaling factor of 0.92 which brings experiment and the
into agreement (Table I).

The yrast SD band of152Dy has a closed core config
uration containing fourN  6 protons, twoN  7, and
eight N  6 neutrons. The yrast SD bands of lighter n
clei are formed by removing particles from these highN
orbitals which are strongly deformation driving. Cons
quently, we calculate smaller deformations for149Gd (two
N  6 protons and oneN  7 neutron removed) and fo
148Gd (also oneN  6 neutron removed) than for152Dy.
This is seen in Fig. 2, where deformations for these th
bands can be read out as´2 ø 0.582, 0.555, and 0.545.
We note that the calculated changes in´4 contribute so
as to increase the differences in the quadrupole mom
between these configurations. This confirms earlier
dictions [21] that at the,2 : 1 axis ratio, the shell gap
are not fixed at a specific particle number and defor
tion. Instead, there are broad regions of low level den
in the range of́ 2 between 0.5 and 0.6, where the favor
particle numbers increase with increasing deformation

Starting from 152Dy, we can remove particles in up
sloping equatorial orbitals, making configurations assig
to excited bands in lighter nuclei. The most extrem
case is148Gds5d, where twof301g1y2 protons and two
f411g1y2 neutrons are removed. This leads to deforma
changes of a similar magnitude to those encountere
down-sloping orbitals but now in the opposite directio
For example, we predict a very large deformation´2 ø
0.618 for 148Gds5d which is much larger than that of th
yrast band,148Gds1d. Overall, the agreement with theo
shown in Table I is remarkably good. The most seri
discrepancy is for149Gds3d, where relative to149Gds1d,
a proton has been excited from an up-slopingf301g1y2
orbital to a down-slopingN  6 orbital. The change in
deformation predicted is not observed, but the discrepa
is within the uncertainties.

A vital issue is whether IBs (bands with identic
J s2d moments of inertia) have the same deformati
In the present data,148Gds5d and 149Gds4d are identi-
cal to 152Dys1d, and their quadrupole moments are eq
within the uncertainties. Nevertheless, this does not m
that they have the same deformation. The macrosc
quadrupole moment scales according toZA2y3, and this
factor changes by5% between148Gd and152Dy (but only
by 0.5% between148Gd and 149Gd). Consequently, al
though the calculated deformation is smaller in152Dy
than in the IBs of148Gd and 149Gd, we obtain similar
quadrupole moments (Fig. 2 and Table I). The conc
sion that the deformation could be different in bands w
identicalJ s2d moments supports the analysis of Ref. [2
There it was found that the effect onJ s2d from defor-
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mation changes caused by the extra particle and from
alignment (difference in spin between the two bands a
constant rotational frequency) brought in by this parti
are not negligible, but their effects onJ s2d cancel in IBs.

In summary, we have measured accurate lifetimes
SD bands of148 149Gd and152Dy nuclei. Differences in
the observed yrast band quadrupole moments are ni
explained in terms of the different occupation of hig
N orbitals. Furthermore, the present results indic
that alignment effects and deformation changes tend
compensate in identical bands. The calculations a
predict small shape changes as a function of spin. T
is the case both in the macroscopic calculations prese
here and in the microscopic ones of Ref. [1]. Our d
neither support nor exclude such deformation chang
and it will be an important goal of future experiments
test this prediction.
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